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Up And Down In The Dales

Presents the fundamentals of coaching, including topics such as push versus pull coaching, acting as a catalyst, learning how to listen, and
providing accountability and structure. It provides insight into generational differences that can make communication difficult and coaching
impossible. Focusing on the challenges presented by a workforce characterized by multiple generations, it provides an overview of how
different generations experience their formative years and how these differences affect the ways they think and express themselves.
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This powerful novel conveys an intimate and realistic perspective on the lives of two severely troubled brothers cast adrift in "the system" by
abusive parents, who were themselves the products of dysfunctional families.
Includes critical reviews.
The script of a full-length play based on Bev Kaufman's "Up the Down Staircase," in which a young high school teacher relates the
frustrations and challenges of teaching.
Two pigs demonstrate the meaning of the words up and down in different situations.
Up and Down the Real AustraliaETT Imprint
"Zoom! The elevator zips from the bottom floor to the top floor of a tall building. Beep! Beep! The subway stops for people to get on and off.
Using bright photographs and interactive, rhyming text, this picture book will help young readers discover position words while exploring the
city"-Reproduction of the original: Up and Down by E.F Benson
Arthur William Upfield is well known as the creator of Detective Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte (Bony) who features in 29 crime detection
novels, most set in the Australian outback. It is not well known that he also wrote about 250 short stories and articles, drawing on his
experiences in the bush between 1911 and 1931. Up and Down the Real Australia is the second published collection of Upfield's short works.
Kees de Hoog has selected 45 autobiographical articles, ranging from humorous outback anecdotes to personal experiences at Gallipoli and
the Somme during the First World War. Kees has added The Murchison Murders, Upfield's account of how the "perfect murder" was
developed for his second Bony novel, The Sands of Windee; how Snowy Rowles used it to commit at least one, probably three, murders om
1929; how the crime was solved; and what happened at Rowles' trial in 1932.
More than one hundred and twenty-five images and more than eighty texts--including flyers, zines, newsprint weeklies, book covers, and
more--capture the spontaneity of New York's downtown literary scene between 1974 and 1992, offering profiles of Spalding Gray, Lynne
Tillman, Eric Bogosian, Kathy Acker, Miguel Pi¤ero, and other writers. Simultaneous.
"This is not just a book of cute sayings about daily living, rather it touches on areas that daily shape your life. From integrity in business to
overcoming failure, this little book offers insight and motivation to help you succeed in life. How To Be an Up Person in a Down World can be
a place of fresh beginnings and continual inspiration. We at Honor Books hope that you will learn to enjoy, remember and turn to the sayings
in this book as much as we have.Remember, now is the time... stop worrying and start living."
The author of The Life and Loves of Mr. Jiveass Nigger and Days without Weather recounts his childhood in a small North Carolina farming
village, evoking the life of small-town America in the late 1940s and 1950s.
Simplified Chinese edition of What We'll Build: Plans For Our Together Future
The 70 activities collected here engage young children in games that involve cooperation and sharing . Includes simple directions, notes,
lyrics, music and suggestions for how to use the book. The cassette features the singing of Georgia Sea Islander Bessie Jones.
Presents illustrations of neighborhoods and famous landmarks of New York City as they appeared in the 1920s.
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